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	NAME: Vertani
	DESCRIPTION: The Vertani are a humanoid species of average weight & height. They have elongated ears that extend from the base of the jaw-line to the back of the skull. Their skin is fairly rough & leathery, betraying their arid homeworld (Vertan II). Skin tones range in color from a deep, orange clay to a musty olive green. Their dark, raven colored hair is much finer than most humanoids & is usually left long. Mid-shoulder length hair is not uncommon in both sexes. This of course differs by location & regional custom, but is often the accepted norm. They are as advanced as the Federation in most areas. They have a form of FTL propulsion unique to them. It warps space & time in such a way as to isolate the ship from real space but still be a part of it. A ship cannot be attacked by any means while it is in folded space, but sensors can detect it at increased Difficulty of 2, max: 5.Names: Given name + Surname. By tradition, surnames always finish with double "ii". Male: ex: Saxiv Atreii; Female: Jita Margheneii
	ERA:  2371 or later (Shackleton Expanse)
	Text Field 13:  We seek to learn all there is to learn.
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Insight +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: Their ear structure allows for extremely acute hearing. They are capable of discerning some forms of sonar. Their eyes all have large, dark blue pupils surrounded by streaks of bright yellow, & they are covered in a thin phosphorescent chemical layer that helps to keep them moistened, as they are lacking tear ducts. In conditions of low light, this chemical layer makes their eyes appear to glow dimly. 
	TALENTS: Vertani, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Vertani Hearing & Sight [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Vertani have extremely acute hearing, which reduces the Difficulty of being Surprised or Ambushed by 3, min: 1, and your unique vision allows you to see in low-light and darkness as if it were daylight.
	TALENT NAME 2: Eminent Engineers
	TALENT TEXT 2: The Vertani have had ample experience with other species technology & are exceptionally skilled when it comes to Engineering. You gain 1d20 when using it for rolls and lower the Difficulty by 1 for these tasks. When used for reverse engineering low Difficulty by 2, minimum of 1 instead. 
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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